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Turn the plane upside down and remove the shown part on the tail

AB
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Place the orange lighting rounds plates on the nozzles
The wires can be stabilized at the middle by the parts in red circle

Take the lighting part A, assemble the white lighting cone at the end
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Restore the white 2x2 round plate to stable the wire

Place the lighting 1x2 plate at the edge of the wing and stable the 
wire by the white 1x2 plate
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Do the same thing for the other side, then the installation for part A is 
done

Turn around the plane and remove the shown parts before the 
installation of lighting part B
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Hide the wire from the lighting tile in between the studs then 
restore the white plates on it, and stick the lighting grey tile as 
shown

Replace the tile by the lighting tile
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Remove the parts on the side, place the black wire in between the 
studs

Split the white and black wires to different sides then put the 
windshield back 
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Keep doing the same thing at the middle, remove the shown 
parts to place the wire

Restore the parts to cover the wire
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Place the wire as shown, don’t make it pass the square hole which would 
interrupt when placing the plane onto the stand

Restore the white parts in the middle
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For the other side with white wire, do the same procedure as the 
previous, place the wire under the removed parts

Restore the white tile to stable the wire properly
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Restore the white parts then move the remain lighting parts to the rear side

Assemble three pcs of yellow lighting plates to replace the one on the model
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The wire in between two lighting slopes can be placed under the 2x6 tile
Remove the tile, place the wire in between the studs and put the tile back

Assemble the lighting slope and place the wires under the plates as shown
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Now you can choose to power up by either USB or battery 

Assemble the remain lighting slope then the lighting installation is finished


